INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

In [4], Babai and Sos called a subset S of a group G a Sidon subset of the first (second)
kind, if for any x, y, z, w E S of which at least 3 are different, xy =I-zw (xy-l =I-zwl , respectively) . Among other things, they proved [4, Proposition 8.1] that an infinite subset of a group contains an infinite subset which is a Sidon subset of both kinds simultaneously.
We generalise the above definition as follows:
Let n be a positive integer greater than 1 and al,' .. , a2n be non-zero integers. We say that a subset S of a group is a Sidon subset of kind (aI, ... , a2n) if and only iffor any Xl, ... , X2n E S of which at least n + 1 are different, X l ... x ñ =I-X +il ... x ~ ñ. Thus in our terminology every Sidon set of kind (1, 1, 1, 1) ( (1,-1, 1,-1) ) is a Sidon set of the first (respectively, second) kind. 
Yk•
In [1] we showed that every infinite restricted (00,2)-permutable group is Abelian and in [2] we extended this result by proving that every restricted (00, n)-permutable group is n-permutable for all integers n > 1. Also in [3] we considered a class -Q-n of groups which is defined as follows: a group G is a Qn-group if for all n infinite subsets Xl,' .. , Xn of G there exists two distinct permutations a, T on the set {I, ... , n} such
• Xu(n) =f:. 0. We proved in [3] that every infinite -Q-n-group is n-rewritable. Now, for every integer n greater than 1, we consider another class of groups called Rn-groups and defined as follows: a group G is called an Rn-group if every infinite subset X of G contains n mutually disjoint non-empty subsets Xl"", X n such that Xl' .. Xn nXU(I) ... Xu(n) =f:. 0 for some non-identity permutation a on the set {I, ... , n}.
Clearly, every Rn-group is an Rn-group and we use Theorem A to prove that the converse also holds; namely we have: To prove Theorem B we need only to prove that every infinite Rn-group is an R,.-group for which we use Theorem A.
PROOF OF THEOREM B: Let G be an infinite Rn-group. Let X be an infinite subset Therefore there exist elements XI,' .. , X2n E Xo of which at least n are distinct, such that XI ..• X n = Xn+1 ... X2n, (xt, ... , Xn) =f. (Xn+l, ... , X2n) , and Xt, .
•. , Xn are distinct as well as xn+!, ... ,X2n' Thus by the property of the set Xo, we must have {XI, ... ,Xn} = {x n +!, ... , X2n}' Therefore there exists a non-identity permutation T on the set {I, ... , n} such that Xn+i = X'T(i) for alli E {I, ... , n}, and so XI'" Xn = X'T(I) '" X'T(n) Lastly in this paper we consider another class of groups. Let n > 1 be an integer and m > 0 be a cardinality of a countable set (finite or infinite). We say that a group G PROOF: By Theorem B, it is enough to prove R*(n, m) = R... Suppose, for a contradiction, that G is an infinite R*(n, m)-group which is not in R... Thus there exists an infinite subset X of G such that for every n mutually disjoint non-empty subsets Xt, ., ., X n and for all non-identity permutation a on the set {I, 2, ... , n}, we have X I ... X n n Xu(l) ... Xu(n) = 0. Since X is infinite and m is the cardinality of a countable set, there exists an infinite set of mutually disjoint m-sets of X. Now the existence of the latter set contradicts the property R*(n, m). Conversely, suppose that G E Rn = R.n.
Let X be an infinite set of m-sets of G. If two distinct members Xt, X2 of X intersect in an element X then by considering n -2 other arbitrary different members Xa, ... , Xn of X, we have X I X 2 ··· X n nX2XIXa··• Xn =f. 0, so we may assume that the members of X are mutually disjoint. Thus by choosing one element from each member of X, we obtain an infinite set X such that each element of X belongs to one and only one member of X. Now since G E R. ,Xn n Xu(l)" ,Xu(n), so that G E R* (n, m) . This completes the proof.
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